Welcome in the ULMUS Club!
You are a WonderHedge purchaser and therefore you became a member of the ULMUS Club automatically. Our colleagues
are working out the organization so that more and more products and services will be available in the ULMUS system for
members to buy cheaper or even becoming retailers and gaining extra preferential tariffs/prices.
So if you are satisfied with our product and would like to purchase more plants, you as a club member will get it on a
reduced price, or if you are advising our products to your acquaintances, you will get commission.
Manual
WonderHedge (Ulmus p. Selsis): deciduous plant species with intense green, small shiny leaves, appropriate for thick
hedge. It is an extremely resistant and wantless plant, basically grows on every kind of soils. In order to let it grow
intensively, it needs to be irrigated regularly. When the height and volume is adequate, less water is enough for it and it will
grow slower. Ideal for hedge purposes. It can heighten 1.20-1.40 m per year up to 5m high and also becomes exuberant.
Normal, fence-like high living hedge can grow in 1.5-2 years from it. It bears trimming very well. As it has small leaves, any
figure/form can be created from it.
Plantation advice (hedge): in one row with 20 cm distances

However it can be nicer and thicker hedge if planted in two rows, taking 8-10 roots per meter in the double rows.

As the proper time for planting is end of October, beginning of November after the first frosty days, it is practical to prepare
and dig he pits for the plants (30-40 cm wide and deep).
1. Put the roots into water for 24 hours, so that they can absorb lots of water.
2. Add peat or compost/humus to the soil taken out and back to the pit. If the soil is heavy and clayey, add some
sand to it.
3. Place the root into the pit, scatter the soil onto it and trample it carefully so that the plant stands straight.
Advice: Place a black foil stripe under the plant onto the soil, to avoid weeds, for the soil to keep the moisture
better and for the plants to grow faster.
Nursing: Early in spring trim back the roots around 10-15 high above the ground so that it will be more bushy.
4. If you irrigate it properly, it will grow very fast.
5. During summertime trim the long sprouts at least 2 more times to half long.
6. In the beginning of autumn, trim them once more and at the end of autumn, cut the whole hedge to the same
height.
7. In the first year do not let it grow more than 1-1.2 meter high, instead make sure to trim it properly, so that a nice
bushy hedge can grow.
8. At the spring of the second year we can let it grow up to 2 meters, and as it happens very fast, at the end of spring
we can trim it to nice shapes:

Plantation advice (tree):
Plant it the same way as the hedge type with the difference of no trimming back at spring, only cut the side springs and
create the crown of the tree.
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